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Snapshot 

Free Mobile’s launch in January has produced some of the best new-entrant results that Europe has seen, with a 

significant volume of switching away from the incumbent operators and an impressive 4% market share. Mobile 

service revenues will fall 6% in 2012 in France, with no operator (or MVNO) immune from Free’s impact. For the 

remainder of 2012, Strategy Analytics expects to see increased focus on quad-play offers and low-cost SIM-only 

plans, with further adjustments in traditional postpaid pricing and a greater separation of service contract and 

handset repayment in lower-value plans. We believe Free Mobile will struggle to maintain its rates of growth, 

with its high-profile launch having already unlocked many of the switchers in the market. 

Analysis 

Free Mobile’s launch has had a significant impact on the French market in the first quarter of 2012. 

France’s mobile market has been a three network oligopoly for a long time, with Bouygues Telecom’s launch in 

1996 representing the last significant shift in competitive dynamic, despite some modest success for MVNOs in 

the intervening years. In this stable environment, the market share gains of MVNOs from 6.5% in 2010 to 9.4% in 

2011 have impacted all operators almost equally.  

Iliad’s Free, a successful and disruptive triple-play competitor, was awarded a 3G license in 2009, and finally 

launched mobile services in January 2012. Undercutting prevailing pricing by a significant margin, Free Mobile 

offered two no-contract SIM-only options: 

• a €19.99/month plan with unlimited voice, SMS, and 3GB of data, available to existing Free broadband 

customers at €15.99; 

• a €2/month plan with 60 minutes and 60 SMS, available completely free to broadband customers. 

Free Mobile Rocks French Market in Q1 
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The market had already braced itself for Free’s launch through a number of tariff initiatives in 2011. In 

particular, the incumbent operators all launched their own low-cost SIM-only sub-brands: Orange’s Sosh, 

Bouygues’s B&YOU, both discussed in our August 2011 Insight “Orange France Prepares Low-Cost Brand to Fight 

Free”, and SFR’s Series RED. These sub-brand offers were a significant improvement on existing prepaid and 

contract plans, though did not compare that favourable with Free’s final launch pricing. For example, SFR’s 

RED, which offered free SMS across all its plans, initially charges €12 for a 30 minute plan, €19 for a 3-hour 

plan, €29 for an 8-hour / 500 MByte plan, and €34 for a 2-hour / 2 GByte plan. Rates for unlimited voice/SMS 

offers very quickly moved closer to Free’s levels in January 2012 (as shown in the table below) with the 

incumbent operators all retaining some cheaper, more limited offers. 

Exhibit 1 French Sub-Brand Pricing: Unlimited Voice/Text Plans  

Operator Service Brand Monthly rate Allowance Data allowance 
Orange Sosh EUR 24.90 Unlimited voice/SMS 1 GByte 
SFR Red EUR 24.90 Unlimited voice/SMS 1 GByte 
Bouygues B&You EUR 19.99 Unlimited voice/SMS 3 GBytes 
Free Mobile Free Mobile EUR 19.99 Unlimited voice/SMS 3 GBytes 

 

There has also been a knock-on effect higher up the market, which is a concern for profit levels, with the low 

SIM-only offers causing a re-balancing of some contract plans. For example, Bouygues Telecom has cut prices in 

its Eden tariff a number of times in 2012: the monthly charges on both the Eden Relax plan (unlimited 

voice/text, 500 Mbytes data) and the Eden Unlimited/Smartphone plan (unlimited voice/text, 1 GByte data) 

has both fallen €30/month during 2012 to €39.90 and €49.90 respectively on a 24-month contract. 

Free Mobile’s 2.6 million customers and 4% market share is a European record for a new entrant. 

Iliad reported 2.6 million Free Mobile customers by the end of March (2 ½ months after launch). This is an 

impressively quick start for a new entrant, with other players entering high-penetration markets usually taking 

at least one to two years to reach the same 4% penetration rate achieved in slightly less than three months by 

Free. While not providing significant detail on operational performance, the 2.6 million customers are roughly 

made up in equal measures of existing Free customers and new customers, and also show an even mix of users 

on the unlimited plan and the 60 minutes/SMS offer. In terms of customer movements in the market, the key 

trends in Q1 were: 

• The existing players lost 1.7 million customers: SFR lost a total of 620,000 customers, Orange 615,000, 

Bouygues 379,000 and the MVNOs collectively lost 89,000. There was a significant spike in number 

https://www.strategyanalytics.com/default.aspx?mod=reportabstractviewer&a0=6564
https://www.strategyanalytics.com/default.aspx?mod=reportabstractviewer&a0=6564
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simply taking an additional Free SIM card to test the service alongside their regular mobile subscription. Mobile 

service revenues in Q1 2012 fell 6.1% across the three incumbent operators: down 4.7% at Orange, 7.0% at SFR 

and 7.4% at Bouygues. It is clear from the exhibit above that attempts to improve value propositions in 2011 in 

preparation for Free’s launch had already impacted performance. Total mobile service revenues fell 4% in 2011 

and Strategy Analytics has forecast a 6% fall in 2012 before stabilizing. 

Implications 

Free has made a quick start to its mobile services, leveraging its broadband customer base and winning a 

healthy market share from the competition.  

Despite preparing for Free’s launch, the incumbents in the French mobile market have had to quickly adjust 

their pricing to respond to the aggressiveness of Free’s attack. Losing 1.7 million customers and seeing service 

revenues fall over 6% in Q1, Orange, SFR and Bouygues Telecom have had to discount their low-cost offers and 

aggressively push quad-play bundles to minimize the immediate threat. As Free begins to push hire purchase 

deals on handsets, its rivals will also need to ensure their postpaid contract offers remain competitive. 

Future quarters will disappoint for Free Mobile, with January and February’s surge unlikely to be repeated 

any time soon. 

The competition has suggested that the flow of customers to Free Mobile had slowed towards the end of Q1 and 

into April, and it will be interesting to see H1 results, both in terms of continued growth at Free and in terms of 

their impact on profit margins in the market. EBITDA margin (as a percentage of service revenues) held up well 

in H2 2011 as pricing adjustments moved through the market, though weak revenues obviously means the 

incumbents are operating in a declining profit pool. Strategy Analytics expects to see greater scrutiny of 

subsidy budgets, one of the “easier” cost levers in the mobile market, with the potential for the handset hire-

purchase model to push beyond current no-contract SIM-only plans into lower value postpaid tariff portfolios. 

Contact Information 

To explore this topic in more detail or to hear how our solutions (Workshops, Presentations, Consulting 

engagements, annual multi-client services) can support you please contact us 

www.strategyanalytics.com/solutions.html 

The author, Phil Kendall, can be reached at pkendall@strategyanalytics.com or +44 1908 423 620. 

Other Contacts: Hendrik Jan Holthuis, can be reached at hholthuis@strategyanalytics.com 

https://www.strategyanalytics.com/solutions.html
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